MONTECIDO AT PORTOLA HILLS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
ADDITION TO SECTION E – ARCHITECTURAL & LANDSCAPE STANDARDS
10. Replacement of Existing Bay Windows / Skylight
In 2018, the Board of Director engaged the services of an architect who determined that once the
factory seal or gaskets of a bay window / skylight assembly (commonly referred to as the “atrium
windows”) begins to fail, it is very difficult to repair the assembly to prevent leaking.
Reconfiguring the assembly to remove the skylight portion and replace it with a sloped stuccocoated roof is not allowed, as stucco is not intended to be used as a roofing material. Owners have
the option to (1) replace the entire assembly with an identical or similar new assembly or (2)
remove the entire assembly and reconfigure it with a conventional window and tile roof system.
Either option requires written approval from the Architectural Committee. In the event that the
second option (replacement with a window and roof system) is chosen, the following shall apply:
1. The specifications shown below shall be used if the owner desires to remove the entire
assembly and reconfigure it with a conventional window and tile roof system (rather than
replace the system with an identical bay window / skylight system).
2. After obtaining architectural approval and receiving a permit from the municipal building
department, the owner shall provide a copy of the permit and the contractor’s scope of
work to confirm conformity with the specifications provided herein. There shall be a fee
of $_____ for the consulting architect’s review, due and payable by the owner when the
contract and permit are submitted for review.
3. A licensed and insured contractor must be used, and the contractor must provide an
additional insured endorsement naming “Montecido at Portola Hills Homeowners
Association” as an insured on the liability insurance policy.
4. The owner shall be responsible for the repair, maintenance and replacement of the entire
window and roof tile system. This obligation shall be passed on to future owners of the
condominium unit and shall be disclosed by the selling owner to any prospective purchaser.
In order to ensure that future owners understand their obligations, an agreement will be
recorded against title of the applicant’s home detailing the obligations. The Association
reserves the right to require that the owner pay for any or all costs associated with the
agreement including, but not limited to, attorney’s fees, recording charges, postage, notary
charges and the like.
5. In the event that the installation, replacement, repair or continued maintenance of the
window and roof tile system should cause any damage to any common area property or
property owned by others, the installing owner, and his or her successor owners of the
condominium, shall be responsible for the cost of any repairs to the damaged property.
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